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Clarence ‘Kelly’ Johnson’s design for the Lockheed Constellation, known affectionately as the
'Connie', produced one of the world’s most iconic airliners.Lockheed had been working on the
L-044 Excalibur, a four-engine, pressurized airliner, since 1937. In 1939, Trans World Airlines,
at the instigation of major stockholder Howard Hughes, requested a 40-passenger
transcontinental aircraft with a range of 3,500 miles, well beyond the capabilities of the
Excalibur design. TWA’s requirements led to the L-049 Constellation, designed by Lockheed
engineers including Kelly Johnson and Hall Hibbard.Between 1943 and 1958, Lockheed built
856 Constellations in numerous models at its Burbank, California, factory – all with the same
distinctive and immediately recognizable triple-tail design and dolphin-shaped fuselage.The
Constellation was used as a civil airliner and as a military and civilian air transport, seeing
service in the Berlin and the Biafran airlifts. Three of them served as the presidential aircraft for
Dwight D. Eisenhower. After the Second World War, TWA’s transatlantic service began on 6
February 1946 with a New York-Paris flight in a Constellation. Then, on 17 June 1947, Pan Am
opened the first-ever scheduled round-the-world service with their L-749 Clipper America.In
this revealing insight into the Lockheed Constellation, the renowned aviation historian Graham
M. Simons examines its design, development and service, both military and civil. In doing so,
he reveals the story of a design which, as the first pressurized airliner in widespread use,
helped to usher in affordable and comfortable air travel around the world.

"The post-war civilian airplane receives a thorough and well-written examination of its technical
details, numerous upgrades and variations, and airline history."Historical Miniatures Gaming
Society --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorGraham M.
Simons is a highly regarded Aviation historian with extensive contacts within the field. He is the
author of Mosquito: The Original Multi-Role Combat Aircraft (2011), B-17 The Fifteen Ton
Flying Fortress (2011), and Valkyrie: The North American XB-70 (also 2011), all published by
Pen and Sword Books. He lives near Peterborough. --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.
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Anne.IntroductionIt would be difficult to exaggerate the debt which modern airliner
development owes to two factors: the United States’ belief in the benefits of airline competition
- along with the political and regulatory climate which has always seen to it that such benefits
accrue to the travelling public - and, more particularly, the competitive requirements of the US
transcontinental routes from New York through Chicago to Los Angeles or San Francisco. From
the early 1930s onward, the three major US transcontinental airlines and their predecessor
companies had been engaged in an increasingly strong battle for trans-continental traffic, not
only between themselves but also with the railroads. The goal which each airline sought of
reducing its coast-to-coast time over that of its competitors and cutting the number of stops, led



United Airlines, American Airlines and Transcontinental and Western Airlines (later Trans World
Airlines) to sponsor not just one but a whole series of highly successful transport aircraft from
the drawing-boards of Boeing, Douglas and Lockheed.Too often there is a tendency outside
the USA to think of America’s dominance in airliner manufacturing and sales as being due
solely to the size of the home markets its industry enjoys; less apparent advantages are the
pace of re-equipment and technological advances which a highly competitive environment
makes possible - even before the war this was of genuine benefit - and, to use the industry’s
jargon, the plurality of native user demand resulting from the number of competing airlines, and
the broader specification writing that goes with it. Whether a type is sponsored by an individual
airline, as the Lockheed Constellation was by TWA, or collectively by several carriers, like its
contemporary the Douglas DC-4, the value to US manufacturers of the feedback of operating
experience and ideas for improvement from a number of vigorously competing user airlines
has been, and is, immense, whether in developing stretched versions of the existing airframe
or writing the specification for its successor, as well as in the more everyday business of defect
rectification and the introduction of minor modifications.The Constellation, true to the Lockheed
tradition for sleekness of line, upheld the maxim that what looks good is good. When it first
went into airline service, the Constellation surpassed every other transport aircraft in almost
every aspect of performance and introduced such advanced features as pressurisation,
hydraulic power-boosted controls, reversible-pitch airscrews and high-lift Fowler flaps. And as
the type was developed by successive increases in weight, power, fuel capacity and payload, it
achieved the unique ‘triple crown’ among post-war piston-engined airliners - operation of the
first non-stop North Atlantic and US transcontinental services and the first round-the-world
service.Primarily intended for international and domestic trunk routes, when it was displaced
as first-line equipment by the jets in the 1960s, it demonstrated its qualities in the hands of
many smaller airlines, charter and supplemental carriers in areas far off the beaten track and in
operations of sometimes dubious legality. These included flying in support of oil-drilling
operations in Alaska, flying arms into the Yemen and Biafra, a number of smuggling ventures
to South American countries. In particular, the Biafran airlift, primarily maintained by Super
Constellations, was a remarkable performance in terms of reliability considering the military
and operational hazards involved and the lack of any major maintenance and overhaul facilities
in the area.It was among the very first transports to test a collision-warning radar and weather
radar, and its outstanding design qualities were well demonstrated during the vital part it played
in defence of the continental USA in the role of airborne early warning and radar picket.
Significant excrescences like the dorsal and ventral radomes, and the earlier Speedpak freight
container had little effect on its handling characteristics and early warning/special electronics
versions continued to be developed, while some one-off modifications of early warning aircraft
for such jobs as oceanographic research and radiation measurement have done.Few, if any
aircraft have been flown with so many radome configurations as the Constellation, ranging
from the WV-2E’s saucer-shaped dorsal radome and no ventral radome to the ventral radome
only on some one-off research aircraft.Different engines presented no difficulty and the
prototype flew by conventional piston engines, a Turbo-Compound and an Allison turboprop at
the same time! Although stressed for conversion to turboprop and flown as a test-bed for such
powerplants, the Super Constellation never went into production with turboprops, and in the
final production model with the new thinner larger-span wing, the airframe development
potential ran ahead of its engines. Had the pure jets not dominated the scene in the 1960s the
basic Model 1649A airframe would doubtless have been developed into turboprop versions
and, as such, would undoubtedly have given the long-haul Bristol Britannia turboprop a run for



its money.Writing this book has proved to be challenging - reading it may be the same. The
difficulties, as usual with much of my work, springs from the differences of the so-called
‘common language’ British and Americans share. Color becomes colour, program becomes
programme, and of course, American phrasing is often different from English. Then there is the
dreaded use of plane instead of aircraft; I don’t care what anyone says, a plane is a cutting tool
used to smooth wood in my books!This brings me to the conundrum of whether to use imperial
or metric units of measurement. Invariably there are times when I must use both, but by and
large my writing rules are simple: the aircraft was designed using imperial units, I use imperial
measurements. I am English, so I write in that language; however, as a sign of respect to that
nation, if I am quoting an American, I use their spelling and phrasing.Another difficulty is that
for much of this book two independent storylines are in place - the chronology of the
Constellation, which in itself is somewhat convoluted, and the commercial and political events
that were swirling around it, especially in the early days. Inevitably this has produced a
disjointed main storyline, which I have tried to at least partially resolve by telling the story in a
series of almost stand-alone chapters. Unfortunately it does mean that some photographs do
not mesh into place with the main body text.Speaking of photographs, many have been
supplied by my good friends in the Worldwide Society of Civil Aviation Enthusiasts - some of
whom have been taking and collecting since the 1950s and all freely admit that of the many
hundreds of images I have used in this book, some are lacking in quality by today’s standards
At the time of writing in 2020, we have all been spoiled by the ability to take hundreds of pin-
sharp digital images whenever and wherever we want. Some readers, I am sure, are not even
old enough to remember the days of ’Instamatic’ camera with twelve shot cartridge films that
were in use when I saw my first Constellation. These images were often printed on horrible
‘orange-peel’ textured paper, that when scanned, often appear out of focus! Even with a thirty-
five-millimetre camera, the cost of film, processing and printing meant that images had to be
rationed. Many of the pictures used are from personal collections; some are repairs of
company promotional material, a few are from newspaper cuttings pasted in albums without
credit. All, however, are historic in the sense that they show aspects of the story.An outstanding
example of piston-engined airliner design at its peak, the Constellation lived up well to the
dictionary definition of its name as ‘a group of fixed stars, or an assemblage of splendours or
excellences’.Graham M SimonsPeterborough, December 2020Chapter OneProject
OriginsFrom the early 1930s three major US trans-continental airlines were engaged in a battle
for traffic on routes from New York through Chicago to Los Angeles or San Francisco. The
struggle was not only between themselves but also with the railroads. The goal sought was to
reduce coast-to-coast time and reduce the number of stops. It led United Airlines, American
Airlines and Transcontinental and Western Airlines to sponsor not just one but a whole series
of highly successful transport aircraft from the drawing-boards of Boeing, Douglas and
Lockheed.Whether an aircraft type was sponsored by an individual airline, as with the
Lockheed Constellation by TWA, or collectively by several carriers like its contemporary the
Douglas DC-4, the value to manufacturers of feedback from operating experience and ideas for
improvement from several vigorously competing user airlines was immense. It was equally
valid whether in developing stretched versions of the existing airframe or writing the
specification for its successor.Starting with the Vega of 1927, Lockheed produced a line of
single-engined, small-capacity transports of exceptionally clean aerodynamic design for the
period. The high-wing Vega was followed by the parasol-wing Air Express designed for
Western Air Express, the low-wing Sirius Mailplane, the two-seater Altair and the seven-seater
Orion of 1932, the latter being the first production transport aircraft to have a retractable



undercarriage. As well as operators in the USA, Orions were used by Swissair, and an
increasing number of other European airlines followed and bought from Douglas and Lockheed
up to the outbreak of the Second World War.The Lockheed Company came on hard times
following the 1929 stock market crash, a condition exacerbated by its failure to produce new
types of aircraft following Northrop’s highly successful, record-setting Vega, Sirius, Altair, and
Orion designs. Five years passed without the development of a new kind of aircraft, something
that could be fatal in an industry that lives on advances in technology. Finally, Lockheed, with
only four people remaining on the payroll, found itself in the hands of federal bankruptcy
receivers. The company struggled on, but in April 1932, a federal receiver took inventory,
valued the assets, and offered them for sale.Robert E Gross, Walter T Varney and Lloyd
Stearman bought Lockheed on 6 June 1932 for $40,000. Gross became chairman and
treasurer; Stearman, president; Carl Squier, who early on had distinguished himself selling
Lockheeds, became vice president of sales; and Hall L Hibbard, a graduate of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and assistant chief engineer for Stearman-Vamey
Aircraft, became vice president, chief engineer, and a member of the board. About a year later,
Clarence L ‘Kelly’ Johnson, who was to become one of the pre-eminent aircraft designers of all
time, joined Hibbard’s staff.Hibbard’s engineering department produced a series of high-speed,
twin-engine transport designs that restored Lockheed’s leadership position. Included was the
piston-powered Model 10 Electra, the first of a line of twin-engined transports built to the new
formula of all-metal construction with retractable landing gear, flaps and variable-pitch props.
The six-passenger Lockheed 12, of which 114 were built followed in 1936 and the eleven-
passenger Model 14 Super Electra in 1937, the latter being the first aircraft in airline service to
feature fully-feathering propellers, as well as underfloor freight holds and two-speed
superchargers. A total of 112 Model 14s were built, as well as a hastily-designed maritime
reconnaissance version, known as the Hudson, which was the first US type to be ordered in
quantity by the Royal Air Force and saw widespread war service with Coastal Command and
other Allied air forces.Robert Ellsworth Gross (b. 11 May 1897, d. 3 September 3, 1961) Gross
was born in Newton, Massachusetts. He attended St. George’s School, Newport and graduated
in 1915. In 1932, a group of investors led by Robert and his brother Courtlandt S. Gross bought
the Lockheed Aircraft Company from the bankrupt Detroit Aircraft Corporation, renaming it the
Lockheed Aircraft Corporation. Robert Gross served as the corporation’s president from 1934
to 1956.The Model 18 Lodestar, of which 625 were built, was a development of the Model 14
that seated three more passengers. The Lockheed twins were complementary to, rather than
competitive with, the larger 21-passenger DC-3, and sold to many smaller operators all over
the world, as well as to larger airlines for their multi-stop feeder routes.Lockheed had searched
several years for a large transport development project suitable for commercial marketing and
proposed a four-engine design, the Excalibur, in about 1937. It resembled an oversized
Lockheed Electra and was capable of flying thirty-two passengers 2,000 miles at speeds from
250 to 275 mph.Lockheed’s L-44 Excalibur design had started off as a twenty-passenger
airliner with a single fin and rudder and a gross weight of 27,500 pounds. It later grew to seat
26-30 passengers with the characteristic twin fins and rudders. Pan American Airways showed
interest in the Excalibur. Still, they wanted more speed and capacity, and under their influence,
it grew into its final form with triple fins and rudders and a deeper fuselage, similar in shape to
the Lodestar. It was slightly smaller than the Boeing 307, with a wing of a 95-foot span and
1,000 square foot area, a nosewheel undercarriage, triple fins and rudders with fabric-covered
control surfaces and the same engines as the 307 – four 1,000 horsepower Wright Cyclone
GR-I820-G205A radials driving Hamilton Standard Hydromatic airscrews. Up to thirty-six



passengers could be seated in a pressurised cabin not very much larger than that of the DC-3
- 30 feet long, 7 feet high and 9 feet 2 inches wide – while baggage and freight compartments
totalled 400 cubic feet. The two-spar wing had improved Lockheed high-lift flaps installed, and
intended to use a retractable shock-absorbing tail bumper for emergency use in such cases as
the nose being raised too high for take-off. The nosewheel was steerable, and there were
brakes on all three wheels.Hall Livingstone Hibbard (b. 25 July 1903, d. 6 June 1996) was an
engineer and administrator of the Lockheed Corporation beginning with the company’s
purchase by a board of investors led by Robert E. Gross in 1932. Born in Kansas, he received
a bachelor’s degree in mathematics and physics at the College of Emporia in 1925. He
graduated from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology two years later. He worked for
Stearman as a draftsman, before joining Robert Gross’ Viking Flying Boat Company. He served
on the board of the newly revived Lockheed Corporation and led the design departments as
chief engineer.The fuel tankage was 1,200 US gallons - or 500 US gallons less than the 307 -
while the loaded weight at 40,000 pounds was 5,000 pounds less than that of the Boeing
design, having grown somewhat from its original 27,550-36,000 pounds.The estimated
performance was appreciably faster than the 307, a maximum speed of 294 mph at 15,300 feet
and a cruising speed of 247 mph at 12,000 feet, although the Excalibur would have had a
shorter range. A projected 40-passenger version was studied under the designation L-144 but,
in the end, the Excalibur did not get beyond the project stage, despite a provisional order for
two placed by South African Airways when it ordered twenty-nine Lodestars for domestic and
regional routes in April 1940.Lockheed considered discussions with Juan Trippe’s Pan
American Airlines and built a mockup, but the project was dropped. Lockheed’s attention was
focused on the gathering war clouds in Europe; but its keen interest in entering the large
transport market at the earliest possible time did not abate.The Douglas DC-3 was evolved
from the DC-2 to satisfy an AAL requirement for modern sleeper aircraft to replace its old fleet
of berth-equipped Curtiss Condor biplanes. Because the DC-2 was too narrow for berths,
Douglas proposed to widen the fuselage and increase the maximum operating weight to
accommodate twenty-one rather than fourteen day passengers.Around the same time that
Lockheed was working on the Excalibur project, across the Atlantic in the United Kingdom, the
British Air Ministry, eager to encourage the development of British commercial land machines,
issued a pair of specifications for new airliners.Enter the Fairey FC.1In typical British tradition,
a committee was established in November 1937 under the chairmanship of Lord Cadman to
examine the state of British civil aviation and to investigate, in particular, charges of inefficiency
in the Air Ministry and within Imperial Airways, then Britain’s primary international airline. The
report, published in March 1938 pointed out with some asperity that British constructors, with
lucrative military orders at their doors had shown ‘...little disposition to embark upon the costly
venture of producing modern civil machines in a speculative attempt to re-enter the lists’
against other countries, in particular the USA, which had gained the initiative.The report
recommended a form of State assistance as a stimulus. The Air Ministry should, the Cadman
report said, get together with the airline operators and the constructors, specify requirements,
ask for design proposals and select the most promising of each type for development and
production.With remarkable promptitude, specifications were prepared and issued. The report
of the Cadman Committee had been completed on 8 February 1938, and seen in advance of
official publication by the Director-General of Civil Aviation and others concerned in the Air
Ministry - an outline specification for the long-range aircraft was quickly agreed and a
constructor chosen.The short/medium-range project was a more difficult proposition - not only
because the British aircraft industry would be starting almost from scratch on such a type, but



because it would be competing in a market in which the USA had a long and successful lead
with, in particular, the DC-2 and DC-3. The specification and the resulting aircraft would need
to show a marked improvement in characteristics and performance in relation, for instance, to
the DC-3 and Lockheed 14.By 17 May 1938, the draft specification was complete, and suitable
possible constructors chosen. Copies of the specification (15/38) and a covering letter were
sent to Sir W G Armstrong Whitworth Aircraft, the Bristol Aeroplane Company, Fairey Aviation,
General Aircraft and Vickers (Aviation). The letter explained the proposed financial assistance,
with contributions to prototype development and production tooling, and asked for delivery
dates, rates of production and the financial contribution likely to be required. An important
proviso in the rearmament circumstances of the time was that the effort ‘must not be allowed to
interfere with urgent work on designs for RAF aeroplanes’. Tenders were required within seven
weeks.Vickers refused the invitation more or less immediately and Armstrong Whitworth
refused in July because of the proviso. Fairey, General Aircraft and Bristol accepted with
Folland Aircraft being included later.By mid-August, the Directorate of Civil Research and
Production - a new department recommended by the Cadman Committee) had made a
technical comparison of the four 15/38 designs analysing them also by fitting each ‘on paper’
with Taurus engines, tricycle undercarriages and similar tankages. Not unexpectedly the
performances and weights turned out to be very similar, except in the matter of speeds, with,
on overall technical merit, the GAL.40 in the lead.These were still only paper aeroplanes, and
initial technical merit was not the only criteria. Both the Director-General of Civil Aviation, Sir
Francis Shelmerdine, and the new Director of Civil Research and Production, Major C J
Stewart, were very much in favour of getting Fairey into the civil aircraft manufacturing
business. Furthermore, Alan C Campbell Orde, operations manager of the most likely home
customer, British Airways, had made it clear at the first selection meeting on 9 August that his
airline would find it difficult to justify reliance on any but a large and experienced constructor -
which left a choice between Fairey and Bristol.British Airways had been formed late in 1935 in
a merger sponsored by Whitehall Securities and Erlangers, the merchant bankers, of United
Airways, Hillman Airways and Spartan Air Lines. British Continental Airways, who were
competing over similar routes, joined British Airways in August 1936. The original merger
followed the report of a 1935 committee set up under Sir Warren Fisher to study British
international and particularly European air services.The committee recommended that one or
more airlines in addition to Imperial Airways should receive Government financial aid and be
given specific spheres of influence. Imperial Airways, the ‘chosen instrument’ whose primary
responsibility was for the Empire routes, agreed to relinquish concessions north of a line
London-Berlin. As the second ‘chosen instrument’ British Airways developed services, with a
subsidy, to Hamburg, Copenhagen, Malmo and Stockholm, as well as night-mail services
alongside Germany’s Deutsche Lufthansa between London and Berlin. The airline also
operated an unsubsidised service to Paris alongside Imperial Airways and had been chosen to
develop a subsidised service to South America, via West Africa. As there were no suitable
British aircraft for these services, the airline bought US aircraft - first, Lockheed 10A Electras
and later Lockheed 14s - as well as Junkers Ju 52s for the Berlin night mail. British Airways
was, therefore, an obvious customer for the 15/38, as well as the long-haul 14/38 to operate
the proposed South American service.A difficulty was to arise. The Cadman Committee had
recommended the development of services in Europe by a strengthened British Airways in
close liaison with Imperial Airways - but the Government chose to merge the two airlines into
what was to become BOAC, and announced the decision in November 1938. So British
Airways was then no longer a free agent in the choice and purchase of new equipment.By



October, only Fairey and GAL were in the likely running. It had been agreed, inter-
departmentally, that neither GAL nor Folland should be selected. Fairey had meanwhile been
pressing for two prototypes and later in October agreed to build these at the cost of £225,000,
plus powerplants and associated equipment which would be provided on embodiment loan,
and up to £100,000 for jigs and tools, and the Ministry had promised an order for twelve at the
cost of not more than £80,000 each. A provisional contract on these lines was agreed on 12
November and signed on 30 November, but it was not until 23 February 1939 that production
details were agreed, with a maximum basic price per aircraft of £76,250, a fixed profit on each
of £3,750, and with Fairey carrying any additional costs but receiving up to thirty per cent on
any savings made on the agreed maximum cost price.By then British Airways’ equipment-
ordering stalemate for the planned merger with Imperial Airways had been overcome. Imperial
disliked the FC1 because of its high wing loading at 35 pounds per square foot and Fairey’s
lack of civil-aircraft manufacturing experience and had accepted the fact that the new airline
would continue to need about twelve aircraft of the type and the Air Ministry had agreed to be
responsible for the order, which was placed officially on 4 March 1939.The FCl was by then a
very different aircraft, in important technical detail, from that originally proposed. At the
selection meeting on 9 August 1938, Campbell Orde, for British Airways, had said that the
concept must be updated and technical pressure from the airline was maintained up to and
after the order had been placed. A nosewheel undercarriage and a pressurised cabin, with
engine-driven blowers maintaining sea-level conditions up to 3,000 feet, were demanded. In
spite of Ministry wishes to use British ancillaries, Campbell Orde insisted on what he called
‘experienced’ equipment such as a Sperry autopilot, Hydromatic propellers and Goodrich de-
icers. He asked for, and got, four engine-driven generators, emergency battery-charging
equipment, a fuel-jettisoning system and cockpit-operated control locks.Engineers and
designers tend to come up with very similar solutions to a problem, so in many respects it is
not surprising that the FC1 looked much like the Model 44.All of which meant weight increases;
the originally proposed 42,000 pounds gross weight limit had long been exceeded, even for the
short-haul version, and had reached 44,000 pounds by February 1939 and more than 45,000
pounds by August. The detailed performance requirements remained more or less as originally
drafted, though those for range/payload were changed. These became a no-allowance range
of 750 miles with 26 passengers plus an ‘occasional’ four, whatever that meant, and a crew of
five, with tankage sufficient for 1,700 miles with ten passengers and a crew of six - including
two stewards in each case. The final specification, drafted in August 1939, included such things
as cabin noise-level limits of 72 decibels at maximum cruising speed, cabin temperature
minima of 16°C at an outside-air temperature of minus 30°C and specific power, speed,
attitude and ground-run limitations for blind approaches.The use of Taurus engines for the
home market was generally accepted throughout the negotiations, but even as early as
February 1939 the Wright Cyclone was being considered for aircraft being offered abroad. Not
only was this engine likely to be more readily accepted world-wide, with its background of civil
use and comparatively high inter-overhaul hourage, but it was considerably less expensive -
£2,400 by comparison with £3,800 for the Taurus, which then had a time between overhall of
only 400 hours. By mid-year it was being proposed that the second prototype should be fitted
with Cyclones.To achieve long-range, the aircraft was designed for efficient cruising with the
engines at half power. This required careful streamlining, both for the shaping of the fuselage
and also for careful surface finishing. Drag was reduced by the small size of the wings and their
high wing loading of thirty-two pounds per square foot. This would otherwise make the aircraft
challenging to handle, especially with a high landing speed, but this was countered by the new



development of the Fairey-Youngman flap, a device that was patented in 1941. These flaps
were large, around one-third of the wing chord. Their movement went in two phases, controlled
by a linkage; firstly the flap lowered below the wing and approximately parallel, making the
aircraft almost a sesquiplane. This gave improved lift, but with little extra drag, and was used
for landing. The flaps could be extended further for landing, now rotating downwards to thirty
degrees as a slotted flap. With the use of flaps, wing loading was reduced to the equivalent of
twenty-five pounds per square foot and also gave a gain in lift coefficient of around thirty-one
per cent.Alan Colin Campbell-Orde CBE AFC FRAeS MIAeS MSAE (b. 4 October 1898 d.
1992). is one of the UK’s forgotten aviation pioneers. Campbell-Orde served in RNAS and RAF
1916-18, being on active service in Belgium in 19l7. He was one of the first commercial pilots
on the London-Paris route with Aircraft Transport and Travel Ltd 1919-20, an instructor and
advisor to Chinese Government, Peking, 1921-23: Instructor and Chief Test Pilot, Sir W. G.
Armstrong-Whitworth Aircraft. Ltd, Coventry, 1924-36: Operational Manager, British Airways,
Ltd, 1936-39; Operational Manager. Imperial Airways Ltd. 1939-40; Operations Director BOAC
1940-43: engaged on special duties or BOAC with Transport Command. RAF 1943-44 :
Assistant to Chairman, BOAC 1944-46: Technical Development Director, 1946-49. Operations
Development Director, British Overseas Airways Corporation since 1950. It is quite possible
that Campbell-Orde talked to Lockheed about the FC1 design.The Fairey FC1 got as far as the
mock-up stage at the Hayes, Middlesex, facility before it was cancelled.The flightdeck
contained the very latest American instrumentation. (both Alan Campbell-Orde Collection)The
Fairey-Youngman flap and its initial downward parallel movement were superseded for other
aircraft by the Fowler flap as in the Constellation, which too had an initial parallel action,
although rearward sliding.The outbreak of war on 3 September 1939 put an end to this attempt
by Britain to make up for five-years of neglect of the short/medium-haul civil market. The
prototype and production orders for the FC.l were officially cancelled on 17 October
1939.There was a common, albeit tenuous thread that that linked the two designs. The FC.1
was intended for British Airways; the Operations Manager for British Airways was Alan
Campbell Orde, who was heavily involved with British Airways obtaining several Lockheed 10s
and 14s. It is not beyond the realms of possibility that Campbell Orde mentioned British
Airways’ requirements to Lockheed - they did a design study, as did Fairey Aviation and came
up with a very similar design with almost matching design parameters. Whether there was any
actual cross-over, or one design influenced the other, we shall never know.Enter TWADouglas
kept TWA fully apprised of the DC-3 programme and offered good delivery positions. TWA,
sceptical of the airliner’s performance at numbers of high-altitude airports, reluctantly
concluded that it was underpowered for TWA’s western routes and did not order DC-3s at the
outset.The DC-3 first flew from Clover Field, Santa Monica, on 17 December 1935. Captain D
W ‘Tommy’ Tomlinson flew it on 6 January 1936 and noted that the take-offs were sluggish,
which seemed to confirm TWA’s airport performance estimates. Tomlinson reported his
findings and TWA lost interest. It proved to be a costly error. A series of engine modifications
and improved propellers corrected the performance deficiency. By the time TWA renewed its
interest, valuable delivery positions were lost to competing airlines. Jack Frye ordered ten
sleeper DC-3s and eight day machine versions, introducing TWA DC-3 services on 1 June
1937, ten months after AAL had done the same.William John ‘Jack’ Frye was an aviation
pioneer in the airline industry. Frye founded Standard Air Lines which eventually took him into a
merger with Trans World Airlines (TWA) where he became president. Frye is credited for
turning TWA into a world-class airline during his tenure as president from 1934 to 1947.Frye
began flying lessons in 1923 with instructor Burdett Fuller at Burdett Field in Los Angeles. Frye



joined Fuller in the ‘13 Black Cats’, an aviation stunt team for the movie industry. Frye became
good friends with two student pilots at Fuller’s, Walter Hamilton and Paul E Richter. Frye,
Hamilton, and Richter pooled their money together and formed Aero Corporation of California
in 1925. They bought out Fuller’s flight school and did everything from flight instruction, banner
towing, charter flights and crop dusting. Hamilton, who had been a mechanic for the
Duesenberg Motors Company, ran their aircraft maintenance operation. Frye held Transport
Pilot Certificate number 933 and Richter held Transport Pilot Certificate number 501. In 1926,
Los Angeles aerial police ticketed Frye for flying less than 1,000 feet above the city.Frye,
Richter, and Hamilton’s new goal was to enter the scheduled airline business, so on 3 February
1926, Standard Air Lines was formed as a subsidiary of Aero Corp. Standard Air Lines initially
flew single-engine Fokker F-7 aircraft from Los Angeles to Tucson with a stop in Phoenix.
Within a year, they extended their route to El Paso. In 1929, Standard purchased Fokker F-10A
aircraft. Frye and Richter took one of their tri-motors and set a commercial aircraft altitude
record of 22,680 feet.Western Air Express bought controlling interest of Aero Corp in early
1930, but still operated Standard as a separate airline. When Western Air Express merged with
Transcontinental Air Transport (TAT) in July 1930 to form Transcontinental and Western Air
(T&WA), the government forced Western to sell Standard to American Airlines as part of the
deal due to its southern route into Texas. However, Frye elected to stay with T&WA and was
made Vice President of Operations, Richter became Vice President of Western Division, and
Hamilton became Maintenance Superintendent. After the reorganisation caused by the Air Mail
Scandal of 1934, Frye became president of T&WA. It eventually became Trans World Airlines
(TWA) and was known as ‘The Airline Run by Flyers’.The airline suffered near disaster after its
reputation was hurt in 1931 when Notre Dame coach Knute Rockne died on a T&WA Fokker
F-10 tri-motor. In 1932 Jack Frye, representing T&WA, sought a better aircraft and in response
to this and other requests, Douglas Aircraft Company developed the Douglas DC-1 Transport
twin.In February 1934, Jack Frye and Eddie Rickenbacker, President of Eastern Airlines, set a
transcontinental record of thirteen hours four minutes flying the Douglas DC-1 in a publicity
stunt for the new airliner. In May 1934, Frye broke his record by flying a Northrop Gamma from
Los Angeles to Newark in an elapsed time of eleven hours and thirty-one minutes. In 1937,
Frye and Richter founded ‘Conquistadors del Cielo’ (Conquerers of the Sky), an annual
gathering of top airline executives at a dude ranch in Wyoming.D W ‘Tommy’ Tomlinson (b. 28
April 1897, d. 7 January 1996). He was Jack Frye’s engineering specialist and was to become
TWA Vice President of Engineering.Captain Paul Ernest Richter Jr. (b. 20 January 1896, d. 15
May 1949) Richter became Executive Vice President in 1938. After Frye resigned from TWA
due to a dispute with owner Howard Hughes in 1947, Richter was offered the position of
President but decided to resign as well.In 1939, desiring greater control of their airline, Frye
and Richter approached industrialist and film producer Howard Hughes to buy into the
company, following Hughes’ approach to Frye in regard to aviation investments. Hughes’
interest was aircraft, and his initial involvement was the development and financing of the
Lockheed Constellation for TWA.The DC-3 - successful though it was on coast-to-coast
services - was not a long-haul airliner and so in mid-1935, discussions started between
Douglas, the ‘Big Four’ domestic airlines and Pan American Airways (PAA) about a new four-
engined airliner for the trunk routes. The following March each of these airlines put up
$100,000 towards the design and construction of a prototype and this, the DC-4E, first flew on
7 June 1938. It was evaluated by United Airlines over its routes in 1939 and received Civil
Aeronautics Administration certification on 5 May 1939. After extensive evaluation, it did not go
into production; the five sponsor airlines thought it too large and had too many advanced



technical features which would require extensive development before being put into service.
The type was redesigned into the production DC-4, being scaled down a bit in the process and,
in spite of its designation, became virtually a new airliner.Another contender began to take
shape in mid-1936, while the DC-4E was still in the design stage, when Pan American Airways
and TWA started discussions about a possible airliner development of the Model 299 B-17
Flying Fortress high-altitude bomber which Boeing produced in response to an August 1934
Army bid request. The Boeing 307 Stratoliner, the world’s first commercial pressurised
transport, was strictly a Boeing-TWA affair. No other airline was involved until after the design
was conceived and agreed between the two parties.The 299 was rushed to completion in less
than one year and flown to Wright Field for a demonstration after only minimal testing. It
crashed during a demonstration flight, which technically disqualified it from the competition;
however, the Army was so well impressed with its capabilities that it placed an order for
thirteen Y1B-17 bombers.Tomlinson, who was well known at Wright Field, was invited to fly a
Y1B-17. He did so and was extremely favorably impressed with the performance and potential
it offered. He reviewed his evaluation and the B-17 programme with Frye and Richter. They
agreed that TWA should explore with Boeing the development of a superior high-altitude over-
weather commercial variant.Jack Frye telephoned Boeing, with the almost immediate result
that Fred Collins, Boeing’s sales manager, and two engineers were dispatched to Kansas City.
Boeing had given some prior consideration to a commercial derivative, which would use YlB-17
wings, engines, horizontal tail, and landing gear. It was obvious that it would be nonsensical to
provide oxygen masks for passengers and that the only acceptable alternative would be to
pressurise the entire occupied volume. An appropriate purchase agreement and specifications
were expeditiously developed following the Kansas City meeting. TWA ordered five Boeing 307
Stratoliners on 29 January 1937.William John ‘Jack’ Frye (b. 18 March 1904, d. 3 February
1959). He became president of TWA and is credited for turning it into a world-class airline
during his tenure 1934 to 1947.Walter ‘Ham’ Hamilton (b. 1902, d. 1946). He was one of the
founders of the Aero Corporation of California and Standard Air Lines. He was a licensed pilot
receiving his Transport Licence at the same time as partners, Jack Frye and Paul Richter. He
was Vice President Mechanical Operations TWA.Ralph Ellinger was transferred to Seattle as
the TWA plant representative, and John Guy was promoted to the same position at Douglas,
where TWA’s DC-3s were being manufactured. Later, after the last DC-3 was delivered in
August, Guy joined Ellinger. Tomlinson and others made frequent trips to Boeing to inspect
mockups and to critique Boeing’s design proposals.While the 307s were being manufactured,
Jack Frye encountered serious problems with a conservative TWA Board of Directors, most of
whom lacked foresight and confidence in the future of aviation. The board concluded that Jack
had overreached his authority and refused to authorise the expenditure of additional funds due
Boeing. During June 1938, John Guy dropped by the TWA office in old Plant No. 1, near the
Duwamish River, to confer with Ralph Ellinger. He then proceeded to Plant No. 2 on Marginal
Way, where three of the TWA aircraft were in final assembly. He was shocked to see that all
TWA markings had been stripped from the aircraft.John Guy later explained what happened: ‘I
immediately contacted the factory supervisor to find out what in the devil was going on, and
why the machines had been stripped of TWA markings. He claimed he did not know the
reason; the airliners had been stripped during the night on orders from Boeing’s top
management. I called Ralph right away to see if he knew what was going on. At first he didn’t
believe me, and, I suppose, thought I’d gone off my rocker.’‘Ralph lost no time in calling Kansas
City. He talked to either Jack Frye or Paul Richter - I’m not sure which - who said a Boeing wire
had been received that purported to cancel the contract. Ralph was advised that Boeing’s



position was illegal, that the contract was valid, and that the airplanes were still on order by
TWA. He was directed to proceed with inspection and other activities on the basis that the
airplanes were still ours. Ralph instructed me to continue to inspect the airplanes, to close out
areas, and to write squawks [complaints] as if nothing had happened.’‘At times this procedure
became a bit humorous. I would write up squawks and hand them over to Boeing Quality
Control for handling. They would insist the airplanes were not TWA’s, and I would insist they
were. They fixed some things and some they ignored. They used to say, “Johnny, you’re
working for us as a Boeing inspector.” This farce lasted from June until late December.’The
contract required Boeing to deliver the first 307 on 22 December 1938. Because Boeing had
stopped work on the TWA airliners, it had been obvious for some time that it could not meet the
requirement. On 22 December, TWA notified Boeing it was cancelling the contract for failure to
deliver the aircraft. It also filed a $1 million damage suit against Boeing. With that turn of
events, Ellinger and Guy gathered up their families and left Seattle.The Mysterious Mr Howard
HughesJack Frye’s position with TWA’s board, like TWA’s position at Boeing, worsened and
became critical. Jack’s back was against the wall. In the same month that Constellation design
started TWA’s destinies were to come under the influence of a new principal stockholder, the
enigmatic and controversial Howard Robard Hughes. Heir to the multimillion dollar Hughes Tool
Co, makers of oil-drilling rig machinery, of which he was to become the sole owner, Hughes
had a deep and abiding interest in aviation and some notable achievements to his credit as a
designer-pilot. In 1935 he had set up a world record of 352 mph with the Hughes H-1 racing
aircraft designed by himself, and two years later established a US transcontinental flying record
of seven hours twenty-eight minutes. In 1938 he and four others made a record-breaking round-
the-world flight in a Lockheed 14, NX13973, starting from New York on 10 July and flying on to
Paris, Moscow, across Siberia via Omsk andYakutsk to Fairbanks, Alaska and back to New
York in ninety-one hours fourteen minutes. He had also hit the public eye as a Hollywood
impresario, directing the United Artists’ spectacular Hells Angels in 1931, and as the sponsor
of film stars Jean Harlow and Jane Russell. He was an influence on the Constellation project
from the beginning, and in 1938 he acquired a twenty per cent financial stake in TWA at $5 a
share, previously controlled by the Lehman financial interests in New York, when Jack Frye,
then the airline’s president, was seeking fresh capital, obtaining an additional ten per cent in
March 1940.Nowhere on the corporate stationery of TWA did the name of Howard Hughes
appear, although, with forty-five per cent of its stock owned by the Tool Company, it was his
airline for all practical purposes. Jack Frye, the president of TWA, was a pioneer who had set
transcontinental records flying the mail in the Thirties. With Frye running it, and Hughes putting
in his many millions’ worth of dollars and inventiveness, TWA acquired the image of a flyboy’s
airline. Always in the forefront of technology, it was the first trunk carrier to outwit the weather
with high-altitude flying, and at the start of the war, the only domestic airline operating four-
engine transports.Early in 1947, after the airline had lost money, Frye and Hughes came to a
parting of the ways, Frye’s resignation allegedly being prompted by Hughes (who by this time
held forty-six per cent of TWA’s stock) insisting upon a change of management as a condition
for helping to re-finance the airline.With the board problem behind and new funds available,
TWA renewed contract discussions with Boeing during June 1939.Frye dispatched Ellinger and
Guy to Seattle to review the status of TWA’s 307s. Ellinger worked on engineering and
contractual items while Guy inspected the five aircraft and wrote detailed reports on the
production status of each. After about ten days they returned to Kansas City and briefed Frye
and Richter.Boeing continued with the 307 programme after the TWA airliners had been set
aside because PAA had placed an order for four on 24 March 1937, about two months after the



original TWA contract. Boeing tried to sell the five cancelled aircraft and finally found interest at
KLM Royal Dutch Airlines.TWA and Boeing settled their differences sufficiently to permit TWA
to place a new order for the five 307s on 23 September 1939. By that time, the first Pan
American 307 was in flight test.A short time after the Ellinger-Guy briefing, Harlan Hull, TWA’s
popular chief pilot, visited Boeing to fly the 307 and report findings to Frye and Tomlinson.
Several KLM personnel were at Boeing to fly on a demonstration flight when Hull arrived for the
same purpose. The Dutch had the first flight; Hull accepted an invitation to go along as an
observer, although some records show him listed as an alternate co-pilot for the
flight.NX19901 left Seattle-Boeing Field at 1257 local time. At 1312LT, a radio message was
transmitted from the airliner to the Boeing Aircraft Company radio station located at Seattle,
which message gave the position of the aircraft as being between Tacoma and Mount Rainier
at an altitude of 11,000 feet. Some two or three minutes later, while flying at a comparatively
slow rate of speed in the vicinity of Alder, the aircraft stalled and began to spin in a nose down
attitude. After completing two or three turns in the spin, during which power was applied, it
recovered from the spin and began to dive. The aircraft partially recovered from the dive at an
altitude of approximately 3,000 feet above sea level, during which recovery it began to
disintegrate. Outboard sections of the left and right wings failed upward and broke entirely
loose from the aircraft. Major portions of the vertical fin and portions of the rudder were carried
away by the wing wreckage. The outboard section of the left elevator separated from the
stabilizer and both fell to the ground detached. The right horizontal tail surface, being held on
by the fairing along the top surface and also by the elevator trim tab cables, remained with the
fuselage. The number one engine nacelle also broke loose from the aircraft and fell to the
ground separately. The main body of the aircraft settled vertically and struck the ground in an
almost level attitude both longitudinally and laterally at a point approximately 1,200 feet above
sea level. Watches and clocks aboard the aircraft, which were broken by force of the impact,
indicated the time of the accident as approximately 1317. The aircraft was destroyed by impact
forces and all ten occupants were killed.Howard Robard Hughes Jr. (b. 24 December 1905, d. 5
April 1976) was an American business magnate, investor, record-setting pilot, engineer, film
director, and philanthropist, known during his lifetime as one of the most financially successful
individuals in the world. He first became prominent as a film producer, and then as an
influential figure in the aviation industry.It seems that one of the KLM pilots was flying the
aircraft with two engines inoperative on one side, an unauthorised and dangerous manoeuvre.
Several witnesses on the ground saw a severe yaw, followed by a roll, and then an uncontrolled
descent. The aircraft impacted flat with little forward motion and was demolished.Following the
accident, Boeing adding a large dorsal fin and made changes to the control system. A similar
dorsal was added to the B-l7’s. Because of this tragedy, PAA received only three of the four
307s it ordered.About the time of the accident, Hughes was anxious to learn more about the
upper atmosphere and flew to Kansas City in his stagger-wing Beech to discuss Tomlinson’s
high-altitude exploits. Frye had warned Tomlinson of Howard’s arrival and asked that he make
the data available to him.Tommy described the meeting this way: ‘Well, when the man came
into my office, I couldn’t believe my eyes. He looked like a tramp with long hair and dirty
fingernails. He was anything but what I expected to see. He sat down opposite my desk. After
some discussion, I was amazed at his knowledge and interest. He knew what he was talking
about, and he knew how to ask the right questions. He was pretty damn smart.‘When he finally
left, I could hardly wait to get to Jack’s office. I said, “I just met with this fellow Hughes for
several hours. He asked every question under the sun. Do I really have to put up with him?”
Jack looked at me and said, “Tommy, he owns the airline”.’Hughes purchased one of the ten



307s Boeing produced. Without the dorsal fin, it was delivered to Burbank with an experimental
licence. Howard intended to break his earlier round-the-world record with this aircraft.
Extensive modifications were undertaken by a Boeing crew including the installation of
fuselage fuel tanks, special navigation aids, and over-water emergency equipment. The
modifications, which required over a year to accomplish, were completed with the installation of
the dorsal fin.The impending war forced Hughes to cancel plans to try for a new record when it
became apparent that suitable landing fields and flight paths had become entirely too limited.
Later, Howard sold the aicraft to Texas oil magnate Glen McCarthy after replacing the fuselage
fuel tanks with a plush interior.The first, much-delayed TWA Stratoliner, a Model -307B, was
delivered on 6 May 1940, nearly two months after PAA had accepted its first 307 - despite the
fact that the PAA machines had been ordered months after TWA’s. TWA inaugurated a new era
in domestic air transportation with its Stratoliners on 8 July 1940 by providing the first coast-to-
coast service with pressurised, over-weather aircraft. PAA began its 307 services on 3 June
between New York and Colombia, via Barranquilla and Bogota.The remains of Boeing 307
NX19901 near Mount Rainier. (Author’s Collection)TWA’s 307s were luxurious. No effort was
spared to provide the best state-of-the-art meal service and other passenger amenities. The
airliners accommodated sixteen passengers in berths arranged across the commodious
fuselage, or thirty-three day passengers. They could be flown comfortably at 20,000 feet with
the passenger cabin pressurised to 12,000 feet. This permitted the pilot to avoid an
appreciable amount of rough air and bad weather; a notable advance over the DC-3s.NX19903
in flight, by now fitted with the extended dorsal fin.The aircraft’s interior, with sleeper berths on
one side, and seating on the other. (both Author’s Collection)Cabin pressurisation was a hit
with the passengers but produced maintenance headaches. Perhaps this is not too surprising,
considering that the GE engine-driven superchargers were the first such attempt. Modifications
helped, but they did not cure the problems.Another serious 307 operating problem was
carburettor icing. Ralph Ellinger explained that TWA made numerous attempts to persuade
Boeing to provide improved carburettor air heaters during the development programme. Things
reached a point where in addition to arguments with Boeing, demand letters were written.
However, TWA’s pleadings fell on deaf ears; Boeing insisted that warm under-cowl air was
sufficient, choosing to totally ignore TWA’s wealth of airline experience.Shortly after aircraft
acceptance TWA unintentionally proved its point in spades. The CAA required proving flights
prior to commercial service to demonstrate adequate airline preparations for commercial
operations. On one such flight between Kansas City and San Francisco, a TWA 307 under the
command of Captain Otis Bryan suddenly lost all four engines from excessive carburettor ice
near Pritchett, Colorado. Otis had no choice but to make an emergency power-off landing,
expertly executing a wheels-up landing on soft ground. The impact forced the belly cargo doors
open; mud was scooped in, filling the bins. The energy thus absorbed slowed the machine and
prevented considerable damage. The crew and other TWA employees on board were
uninjured. Raymond M Dunn, later TWA’s senior vice president and system general manager,
was theflight engineer during the Pritchett incident.TWA quickly designed and installed an
exhaust-manifold-muff heat system, which Tomlinson found adequate during flight tests. The
drawings were given to Boeing so the same modifications could be made in the other 307s,
which they, of course, were without further argument.After all of TWA’s Stratoliners were in
service, another near disaster occurred. On 1 January 1941, Captain Harry Campbell took off
from Kansas City on a non-stop flight to New York. It was a bitterly cold day. Immediately after
take-off, the nose rose sharply in an uncontrollable manner and put the aircraft into a
dangerous incipient stall condition. Harry applied full power, pushing forward on the control



yoke with all of his strength. He did not have sufficient altitude or power to turn and flew straight
ahead through downtown Kansas City, narrowly missing the skyscrapers. He somehow
wrestled the airliner back and landed at Municipal Airport. Passengers, shaken by this
experience, said they had looked into the fifth-floor windows of the Kansas City Power and
Light building.The cause of this near-disaster was congealing of hydraulic fluid in the elevator
control system boost cylinder due to exceptionally cold weather. It was never clear why this
condition was not discovered before take-off because the checklist required flight controls to be
exercised to the full extent in all modes. The fix was to drill a small hole in the piston to permit
the hydraulic fluid to circulate at all times.After the usual period of debugging that accompanied
any new aircraft the 307s earned a reputation for excellent, dependable service and rugged
reliability, which remained intact throughout their long service history. TWA’s Stratoliner
services proved to be popular and confirmed what Frye, Richter, and Tomlinson knew all along:
flight above the weather was the correct goal, and as soon as technology permitted, further
gains would be inevitable. They resolved to keep TWA in the forefront of these
developments.Taken on 12 March 1940, the picture shows the control cabin of a Pan American
Boeing 307. (Author’s Collection)An unidentifiable TWA 307 has the passenger baggage
loaded on board. (Author’s Collection)After buying a major share of TWA and saving TWA’s
Stratoliner programme, Howard Hughes lost no time in sponsoring the development of much
larger, highly advanced transports capable of long-range flights at record-shattering
speeds.Airline competition was severe. UAL was squeezing TWA on the north and AAL on the
south. Although Charles Lindbergh had done a creditable job pioneering Transcontinental Air
Transport’s direct coast-to-coast route concerning flight aspects, the route lacked the number
of major traffic-generating centres enjoyed by TWA’s main competition. For example, TWA had
no counterpart cities for Denver, Salt Lake City, Atlanta, or Dallas.That basic circumstance,
which was to limit TWA until deregulation, plus a Board of Directors with myopic aviation vision,
had taken its toll by the time Hughes bought in. His new investment needed strengthening.
Hughes believed that high-speed, super-deluxe airliners with over-weather, transcontinental,
non-stop capabilities - machines that the competition could not come close to matching for
years - would do the trick. Hughes also knew that if he influenced prestigious Hollywood stars
to fly TWA in such airliners with the attendant well-orchestrated publicity, a larger share of the
vital repeat business market and other traffic would also choose to fly TWA.Because the best
payoff would happen if TWA had exclusive use for an extended period of the aircraft he had in
mind, and that this effect would not occur should competitive programmes develop, Hughes
knew that production of the new airliner must be in secret. During late 1939, before delivery of
the first Stratoliner to TWA, Howard called Jack Frye to discuss such a venture. The call lasted
over eight hours. They addressed the priority need for the new aircraft to have reliable, high-
speed, over-weather capabilities. It was to carry around fifty passengers and 6,000 pounds of
cargo in non-stop transcontinental services, and installation of luxurious accommodations,
including berths and a private compartment in the rear, would be advisable. By the time
Howard’s call was over, they had agreed on the airliner’s conceptual mission and a list of
design objectives. Jack Frye would approach several manufacturers in secret to determine the
extent of their interest.Chapter TwoOn the Drawing BoardAfter Howard Hughes’ call, Jack Frye
quietly contacted Bob Gross of Lockheed and also Reuben H. Fleet, chief executive officer at
Consolidated Aircraft, who had no interest in the proposed venture. Gross, on the other hand,
saw this as a tremendous opportunity for the fledgling company he resurrected from
bankruptcy only a few years earlier. He jumped at the chance.The first exploratory meeting was
held in Hughes’ home on Muirfield Road in the elegant old Hancock Park section of Los



Angeles near Wilshire Boulevard. The only people present were Howard Hughes, Bob Gross,
Hall Hibbard, and Clarence L ‘Kelly’ Johnson. All agreed with Johnson that Lockheed should
make a fresh start, that no attempt would be made to resurrect and enlarge the Excalibur
design.An extended discussion of Hughes’s and Frye’s design and operational requirements
followed. Hughes strongly emphasised speed, range, and passenger comfort. Lockheed
enthusiastically undertook to study how to meet the expressed objectives best.Hughes
required an aircraft capable of carrying 6,000 pounds of cargo and twenty passengers in
sleeping berths, at speeds of 250 to 300 mph at 20,000 feet. Even though the Model 44 would
meet that requirement, Johnson came to see that the Model 44 would have to be abandoned
altogether.Two different four-engine airliners had been introduced in Europe during the
previous year. Both had all-metal construction and featured retractable landing gear. The forty-
passenger Armstrong Whitworth Ensign, which served with Imperial Airways, first flew in
January 1938. But a more significant jump in performance came from Focke Wulf, which
fielded a smaller design, the twenty-six-passenger Fw-200 Condor. First flown in 1937, the
Condor boasted a cruise speed of 230 mph and had a range of 1,000 miles in early airline
service. A modified prototype even flew from Berlin to New York nonstop in just under 25 hours.
These two designs would surely have an impact on future American transports, but Lockheed,
Boeing, and Douglas would look into the future to design aircraft that would fly faster, higher,
and farther.Artwork showing the final form of the Excalibur design in PAA markings. By now the
airliner was fitted with triple fins and rudders and seating for thirty-six passengers.Johnson told
Hughes that it would be unsound economics to carry only twenty people when they could
accommodate one hundred in virtually the same space.Here is as good a place as any to deal
with a myth circulating for some years that Howard Hughes had designed the Lockheed
Constellation. It was not discouraged by Hughes, but certainly was not true. His specifications
had consisted of half a page of notes on the size, range, and carrying capacity he wanted. It
was not without some encouragement from Lockheed, and Kelly Johnson, for example, did not
appreciate someone else taking credit for the Lockheed team’s work - that eventually both
Hughes and Frye acknowledged the misconception in November 1941. They offered to publish
advertisements, but Robert Gross was satisfied that their letter stated: ‘to correct an
impression prevalent in the aircraft industry the Constellation airplane was designed,
engineered and built by Lockheed.’The next meeting was held at the Beverly Hills Hotel to
review Lockheed’s preliminary proposal. Jack Frye and Tommy Tomlinson joined the group. A
debate occured concerning whether Wright Aeronautical R-2600 engines, which had
demonstrated satisfactory service for the military, or the more powerful Wright 3350s, which
were then under development for the Boeing B-29 programme should be used. Frye and
Hughes favoured R-2600s because they were proven engines. They were wary of 3350s,
which were test-stand hardware, unproven in flight. Tomlinson though strongly favoured the
3350s because they were a much better size for the project. Tomlinson had followed test-stand
experience with the 3350s and, knowing the immensity and importance of the B-29
programme, was convinced that any bugs would be worked out in good time. He believed the
3350s would provide advisable initial performance margins and permit future growth. Johnson
agreed. He considered the power of the R-2600 too marginal and thought that it would limit the
design to an unsatisfactory degree. Johnson and Tomlinson prevailed. Lockheed returned to
the drawing boards to perfect its offering based on the use of the 3350s.Armstrong Whitworth
Ensign G-ADSX Ettrick, seen at Croydon Airport, London.A pair of Focke-Wulf FW.200s D-
ADHR Saarland of Lufthansa and OY-DEM Jutlandia of Danish Air Lines. (both Author’s
Collection)Two views of Robert Gross, the president of Lockheed, seen on the left in the



striped suit, with Jack Frye, TWA’s president after the signing of the contract for the
Constellation. (Lockheed)Lockheed abandoned their earlier studies and concentrated on the
new airliner for TWA. They reasoned that it was economically unsound to carry only twenty
sleeping passengers when they could accommodate more than one hundred people in the
same space with normal seating. The new design was capable of flying transatlantic with the
Wright 3350 - the world’s largest air-cooled engine - already in development for the military
B-29 bomber.Hughes insisted on complete secrecy. Cyril Chappelet, who was responsible for
Lockheed contracts, and Charles Barker, Lockheed’s treasurer, met with Hughes at his
Muirfield home to finalize a preliminary letter of agreement. Hughes, wearing a bathrobe and
slippers, greeted them in the library. He wanted numbers of detail changes made in the letter,
which the group drafted on slips of paper. Howard tore into small pieces every scrap of paper
they used and threw them into the fireplace to erase any possible evidence of the programme.
Because of his concern, the marked-up draft letter was deposited in Cyril’s personal safety-
deposit box rather than on Lockheed premises. Howard insisted that every precaution be taken
to ensure secrecy.The next meeting occurred several weeks later at the Beverly Hills Hotel to
review Lockheed’s revised design. The TWA group had been expanded to include Jack
Franklin, soon to become TWA’s vice president of engineering, and Ralph Ellinger. The design
proposal Lockheed presented, except for minor variations that occurred during the course of
development, became the Constellation. The sleek, curved-down fuselage, triple tail, fully
cowled nacelles, and enlarged P-38 wing with Lockheed-Fowler flaps were all there. Lockheed
claimed a phenomenal top speed of 340 mph - better than military fighters of the day - and full
mission compliance. A series of meetings followed in one of the bungalows allocated to
Howard Hughes at the Beverly Hills Hotel to develop specifications and a contract.During lax
periods between meetings, Tomlinson and Franklin would lounge around or play ping-pong by
the swimming pool. They, like everyone else involved, had been warned of the importance of
maintaining absolute secrecy. It was rumoured that Tomlinson and Franklin decided that to
avoid security slips during idle conversations they would always refer to Hughes as ‘God’ and
Frye as ‘Jesus Christ’. Ellinger adopted the further precaution of simply not saying anything
even remotely related to the project for fear that some listener might be able to patch together
scraps of information and learn of the programme. He could not be sure what they might
already know and did not want to say anything that might tip them off.The Constellation design
was proceeding well. The new project had a wing span of 123 feet and a wing area of 1,650
square feet, the flush-riveted, stressed-skin wing being a scaled-up version of the P-38
Lightning, but with two main spars and a false spar carrying ailerons and flaps, instead of the
P-38’s single spar. The Lockheed-Fowler area-increasing flaps were similar to those first used
on the Model 14, giving an effective maximum lift coefficient of about 2.6 when extended, with
settings for take-off, landing and manoeuvring. The wing was built in seven sections: the centre
section, the inner wings carrying the engine nacelles, the outer wings and detachable wingtips.
Integral wing tankage for 4,000 US gallons of fuel was provided in the L-049, the wing section
being NACA-23 series, of eighteen per cent thickness at the root tapering to twelve per cent -
meaning it was NACA 4412 at the tip.Maximum gross weight was to be 59,200 pounds when
the project started, but increased to 68,000 pounds, resulting in a wing loading of forty-one
pounds per square foot, though these figures were considerably higher for the first production
aircraft. Hydraulic power-boosted controls with manual override were featured as well as
thermal de-icing of the wing, tailplane and fin leading edges. The latter feature had been tested
by the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA) on a Lockheed 12A in 1940;
serialled NACA 97, this had been fitted with at least two different types of third, central fin and



used for lateral stability tests as well as de-icing trials. The Constellation tail unit was a scaled-
up version of those of the Lockheed 12A and 14 with the addition of a third, central fin and
rudder; tailplane span was fifty feet and the elevators were metal-covered, although the
rudders on the L-049 were fabric-covered.Unlike that of the DC-4, which was a parallel-section
tube, the Constellation’s fuselage, of circular cross-section throughout its length, featured a
cambered centre-line to give it an aerofoil-like profile in side view. This served both to increase
the maximum width of level floor, especially in the nose and tail sections, and to shorten the
nosewheel leg by ‘drooping’ the front fuselage, undercarriage height being dictated by the large
airscrew diameter. Lockheed publicity at the time made some play with the supposed
aerodynamic advantages of the ‘lifting fuselage’ but although wind-tunnel tests did indicate
some reduction in drag it is doubtful if it amounted to much, and this fuselage shape has been
criticised on the score that it prevents full utilisation of the interior space. Its use in the
Constellation is an isolated example, and almost all major transport aircraft which followed
retained the Douglas parallel-section fuselage - including Lockheed’s own Electra turboprop
which succeeded the Super Constellation series in production. The Constellation’s maximum
internal diameter of 132 inches allowed space for four-abreast seating in twenty-two inch-wide
seats on either side of a twenty-four-inch aisle; later on, five-abreast seating for the higher
density coach/economy layouts was to be adopted.The Lockheed Constellation as concived in
1939 with reverse-flow engine cowlings, faired nose and upper level windows for the sleeping
berths.The Excalibur project had featured a conventional stepped windscreen but, doubtless
inspired by the Boeing 307 Stratoliner, whose well-streamlined nose shape eliminated the
windscreen step, Lockheed studied several windscreen and cockpit configurations to eradicate,
if possible, the drag of a step. The first of these was a completely faired nose with transparent
glazing, but when it was mocked-up vision for the pilots was found to be bad. The second, also
a completely faired nose, this time put the cockpit below the main floor, and was discarded
because of its unsuitability for a belly landing or ditching, and also because of the extra drag
produced by the larger nose. The third arrangement comprised two small ‘bug eyes’ for the pilot
and co-pilot, a layout which Douglas tried after the war in the C-74 Globemaster, but this was
found too claustrophobic for pilots on long flights, as well as creating problems in instrument
layout and causing increased drag. The next attempt at a solution was to place both pilots
together under a single large ‘bug-eye’, but this again increased drag and introduced
pressurisation difficulties. A conventional ‘Vee-type’ windscreen was also considered, but the
fuselage was too wide to allow an effective design, and the idea was discarded in favour of the
final solution, a windscreen with many small panels that gave vision angles equal to those on a
DC-3 and involved the least weight penalty. There was a direct-opening panel for clear vision,
and an experimental de-icing system was tried, using infra-red rays.Another innovation was the
aerofoil- like fuselage (in side view) of circular cross-section, as opposed to the parallel-section
tube-like fuselage of the DC-4. This gave maximum aerodynamic efficiency and increased the
maximum width of the flooring for the full length of the fuselage, but also shortened the length
of the long nose-wheel undercarriage leg, which was necessary because of the 15 feet 2-inch
large diameter three-blade reversible pitch and fully-feathering Hamilton Standard Hydromatic
or Curtiss Electric airscrews fitted.In spite of the fuselage droop the Constellation’s nosewheel
leg was still a very long one - about nine feet six inches and, unlike those of most later
transports in the 1950s, retracted backwards, necessitating an electrically-driven stand-by
pump for an emergency extension instead of relying on the slipstream-assisted free-fall gravity
method. Cabin pressure differential was 4¼ pounds per square inch, giving a cabin altitude of
8,000 feet at the height of 20,000 feet, there being two fully-automatic cabin superchargers



with manual override control, either of which could maintain the correct air density. Cabin
temperature was thermostatically controlled, a refrigeration unit cooling the cabin to 78° F
when the outside temperature was 110° F. The undercarriage had dual wheels on all units, the
main wheels, with low-pressure tyres, being carried on single shock-absorber struts retracting
forwards behind twin doors into the engine nacelles. The steerable twin nosewheel was carried
on a single shock-absorber leg with a fairing plate attached to its front which also retracted
through twin doors. Dual hydraulic brakes were fitted to the main wheels.A Lockheed Ventura
originally intended for the RAF fitted with a pair of Wright 3350-355 engines known as the ‘Vent-
ellation’ and nicknamed ‘Sweater Girl’. (Lockheed)The L-049 Constellation’s four Wright
R-3350 Duplex Cyclone engines gave it some twenty-five per cent more power than the
Douglas DC-4, resulting in a higher speed, longer range and greater payload, not to mention
operating costs per seat-mile some twenty-three per cent cheaper than those of the Douglas.In
order to achieve the lowest possible drag, the original Constellation nacelle design had
featured a completely enclosed engine with a cooling air intake at the nacelle/wing juncture,
the air being turned through 180 degrees to move forward to the front of the nacelle, where it
turned through another 180 degrees to circulate through the cylinder fins. These duct bends
produced losses, however, and wind-tunnel tests showed that the drag saving over a
conventional nacelle with the cooling air inlet at the front was negligible. A similar low-drag
cooling system to the one studied by Lockheed had previously been employed in the United
Kingdom on the De Havilland DH. 91 Albatross airliner, which first flew on 20 May 1937,
powered by four 535 horsepower DH Gipsy Twelve 12-cylinder inverted-vee engines in low-
drag nacelles.The Constellation was first with many design features for passenger airliners. It
was the first airliner to have complete power controls - that is, hydraulically ‘boosted.’ The basic
principle of mechanically enhancing the human effort had been used in steamships, cars, and
trucks, but the application to aircraft was much more complicated. Lockheed earlier had
undertaken it as a long-range research project in anticipation of the greater control problems to
come as aircraft performance increased. It was decided early to incorporate the device in
Constellation design.Kelly Johnson: ‘I had some difficulty in convincing Robert Gross of the
advisability of adding this complexity to the airplane, since other aircraft manufacturers were
ignoring it. Why did we need it? But I caught him one day when he had just parked his new
Chevrolet in the company garage.‘Bob, you didn’t really need power to steer that car, but it
makes it a hell of a lot easier, doesn’t it?’ I never heard another word of dissent about power
steering for aircraft.’A Lockheed Ventura was used as a flying test-bed for the R-3350 engines
and this was known as the ‘Ven-tellation’ to Lockheed engineers when fitted with two 2,200hp
R-3350-35s, and also as the ‘Sweater Girl’ because of its ‘big protuberances’! It was found to
have a very similar performance to the Constellation, which made it very useful for the latter’s
test programme, and when this was completed Lockheed sold it to the Wright Aeronautical
Corporation for further engine development.The R-3350s in the Constellation were enclosed in
long-chord tapered cowlings, the stainless steel nacelles being completely detachable. They
could be changed in thirty minutes, all ducting and controls being grouped at the fireproof
bulkhead. In the early models the flight engineer operated the fire extinguisher system on
activation of the fire-warning signal. The Constellation was the first airliner with the ability to
use reverse pitch, a feature that greatly reduced runway overrun accidents over the years, as
well as facilitating operation from wet or icy surfaces.The flight deck was initially laid out for a
crew of five: two pilots with dual controls, a flight engineer’s station to starboard behind the co-
pilot and facing outward, a radio operator’s position behind the pilot facing forward, and a
navigator’s position and crew rest space separated from the flight deck proper by a bulkhead.



This layout underwent some revision over the years, notably with the disappearance of the
flight engineer and radio officer from airline crews by the 1960s in favour of an all-pilot
complement.The sleek DH.91 Albatross of 1937, with tightly enclosed Gipsy Twelve engines.
(DH Hatfield)Throughout the negotiation, Hughes’ emphasis was on speed, speed, and more
speed. Kelly Johnson shared his preoccupation and occasionally took extreme positions. Jack
Franklin and Ralph Ellinger considered the artistic lines of the fuselage to be beautiful but far
from optimum. They argued strongly for a straight-sided, cylindrical fuselage, pointing out that
greater passenger and crew utility, ease of design, and economy of manufacturing would
result. They opposed the tiny flight deck because the crew and instrument space would be
severely limited and maintenance access extremely difficult. Bob Gross strongly preferred the
beauty of the curved-down form, and Johnson opposed the straight-sided fuselage concept,
claiming it would cost three miles an hour. Both were adamant, and the now-familiar lines were
retained.Franklin and Ellinger also opposed the installation of powered boost control systems
and the extremely complicated wing flap system because of weight and the expected
maintenance costs. Again, Lockheed listened but was unyielding. Unfortunately, operating
experience would prove Franklin and Ellinger correct. Despite such arguments, however,
negotiations progressed surprisingly well, and an acceptable contract and procurement
specifications were developed in short order.One of the practical problems encountered during
the negotiation was how to produce the necessary contract papers and maintain complete
secrecy. Hughes was suspicious of everyone suggested to handle this aspect. Finally,
Tomlinson indicated that his wife, Marge, who had been a court reporter and was trustworthy,
would be glad to type the agreements. Frye knew her and thought this would be completely
acceptable. Hughes and Gross concurred so she moved in, and Tomlinson got to sleep with
the secretary.Howard Hughes read every word of the efficiently prepared contract papers. He
wanted a number of language and a few substantive changes made, which Lockheed agreed
to for the larger part. The papers were initialled at the Beverly Hills Hotel and formally executed
a few days later at Lockheed.The contract required Lockheed to produce the first forty
Constellations for the Hughes Tool Company and to refrain from even committing to sell new
Constellations to others until thirty-five had been delivered to Hughes. This arrangement gave
TWA about two years exclusivity with the world’s fastest, longest-range, and most comfortable
transport. The unpressurised Douglas DC-4 and the pressurised DC-6, which was then in the
talking stage, could not come close to matching its spectacular performance. Nor could
anything else. The Constellation programme gave excellent promise for fulfilling Hughes’ and
Frye’s best hopes for TWA.Unfortunately for Lockheed, this agreement would also negatively
impact the company’s relationship with other airlines, most notably American. Kept in the dark
about the Constellation, American Airlines would never again buy a commercial aircraft from
Lockheed.Hughes elected to have the airliners, which cost $425,000 each, purchased by the
Hughes Tool Company rather than by TWA. His reasoning was simple: if TWA had purchased
them directly, banks and financial institutions would have become quickly involved, and secrecy
lost because of disclosure requirements. Besides, TWA’s then weak financial position, which
Hughes quite obviously elected not to reinforce, would never have justified such a large order.
It was fortunate for the future of TWA that Hughes had both the financial muscle and inclination
to handle the deal - and to do it secretly.After the papers were initialled, everyone
congratulated everyone, and a few bottle corks were popped. Then the negotiating teams left
to attend to regular business.Secrecy - and Mock-Up Mayhem.It is truly amazing that
Lockheed, TWA, and the outside suppliers kept the Constellation project secret. By the time
Lockheed found it advisable to announce the Constellation programme, thousands of



employees were directly involved. Yet, nothing leaked out during the years required for
development. It was all the more remarkable because national security was in no way involved
- it has been said that the venture was perhaps the best kept industrial secret of all time.The
secrecy veil was lifted a few months before Pearl Harbor when a visit to Lockheed from the
War Production Board was imminent. Because Lockheed was obliged under law to show all
work in process, with Hughes’ consent it called a special press conference the day before the
board arrived. The actual date of this visit is not entirely certain, but what is known is that on 9
June 1941, an article spread over two pages of Volume 5 No,. 5 ‘The TWA Skyliner’ staff
magazine revealed not only the existence of the airliner, but also quite an amount of detail.The
announcement and photographs of the Constellation, which appeared in nearly every leading
newspaper in the country, electrified the industry. Its long-range, high-speed, and high-altitude
capabilities were years ahead - even of anything else on the drawing board. It appeared that
TWA would achieve a major lead on its competition because of the foresight of Hughes and
Frye and the design genius of Hibbard and Johnson. Hughes was given great credit for his
courage and willingness to put a fortune at risk by ordering the first forty Constellations to the
account of his wholly-owned company. Without his confidence and determination, the
programme never would have materialised.As soon as technical progress permitted, Lockheed
built a full-size mockup of the passenger interior in a shed located in an infrequently used area
of the Burbank airport. The mockup was furnished with seats, carefully selected fabrics and
upholstery materials, and sample appointments.It was with great pride that Lockheed
presented their labours for approval to Hughes and TWA one Sunday morning - a time
selected as the least likely to attract attention. Hughes’ passion for secrecy kicked in so, the
participants arranged to arrive at the mockup building at fifteen-minute intervals starting at 7am
so as to not look like a caravan. Gross, Hibbard, and Johnson were first to arrive, with Frye,
Ellinger, and Guy not far behind.Hughes was last. As he entered the mockup, everyone
became silent. Without saying a word, he looked around and deliberately walked the length of
the display very slowly. He turned to Bob Gross and said, ‘This isn’t exactly what I had in
mind.’The Lockheed mouths dropped when he spoke. Howard’s reaction surprised the TWA
contingent as much as it did Lockheed’s. After another pause, he added, ‘Bob, I think you
should get Raymond Loewy on this.’ He then abruptly left, apparently without expecting or
receiving an answer from Gross.Raymond Loewy was a French-born American industrial
designer who achieved fame for the magnitude of his design efforts across a huge variety of
industries.He spent most of his professional career in the United States, becoming a
naturalized citizen in 1938. Among his designs were the Shell, Exxon and the former BP logos,
the Greyhound Scenicruiser bus, Coca-Cola vending machines and bottle redesign, the Lucky
Strike package, Coldspot refrigerators, the Studebaker Avanti and Champion, and the Air
Force One livery. He was engaged by equipment manufacturer International Harvester to
overhaul its entire product line, and his team also assisted competitor Allis-Chalmers. He
undertook numerous railroad designs, including the Pennsylvania Railroad GG1, S-1, and T1
locomotives, the colour scheme and Eagle motif for the first streamliners of the Missouri Pacific
Railroad, and a number of lesser known colour schemes and car interior designs for other
railroads. His career spanned seven decades.Raymond Loewy (b. 5 November 1893, d. 14 July
1986) an industrial designer, who did a great amount of work for TWA.The press referred to
Loewy as The Man Who Shaped America, The Father of Streamlining and The Father of
Industrial Design, and he had done a creditable job on TWA’s DC-3 sleeper interiors. Gross
lost no time in getting him on board. During the next several weeks, Loewy developed sample
colour schemes and sketches, which Guy handed on to Hughes for approval. However, for



reasons unknown, Hughes did not respond. Lacking directions to the contrary, Loewy
proceeded with his design efforts.Sometime later, when Loewy was visiting Lockheed, Hughes
asked Guy to arrange for a meeting with him. Loewy had an important meeting in the East with
Studebaker the next day, expressed sincere regrets, and said that while he could not meet with
Hughes at that particular time, he would be pleased to visit California later at a time convenient
for Hughes. John Guy advised the millionaire, who absolutely insisted that Loewy change his
plans.Loewy reluctantly did so, with considerable effort and personal embarrassment, only to
find that Hughes was too busy to meet with him. When Loewy prepared to leave, Hughes again
requested through Guy that Loewy remain. Loewy again acquiesced and shifted plans, and
Hughes was again too busy. This happened once again, and Loewy’s situation became even
more critical. It did not help Loewy’s frame of mind that he could talk only with John Guy, not
with Hughes.The three finally met at Hughes’ house. After waiting several hours, Hughes came
in dragging a large picture of an airliner interior and said, ‘Raymond, this is what I have in mind.
See what you can do.’ John Guy was aghast. After persuading Loewy to stand by for days, the
meeting ended almost as soon as it started. To make matters worse, Guy thought the picture
looked like an enlarged shot of a standard Douglas interior.Pan Am gets involved.Accounts of
PAA’s entry into the Constellation programme are somewhat contradictory and far from clear.
Unfortunately, the principals involved - Howard Hughes, Bob Gross, Jack Frye, and Juan Trippe
- have long since died, but it is possible to piece together the story from numerous reputable
sources.Shortly after the Constellation programme became public knowledge, Juan Trippe,
PAA’s chief executive officer, made clear to Bob Gross that he wanted PAA in the programme.
Nothing short of rights to an equal number of airliners would do. Trippe was upset by Lockheed
having proceeded in secret with the Constellation after the abandonment of the Excalibur
project - a situation to which Gross was sensitive. From Lockheed’s spoint of view, getting PAA
on board appeared to guarantee the commercial success of the programme.Juan Terry Trippe
was an American commercial aviation pioneer, entrepreneur and the founder of Pan American
World Airways, one of the iconic airlines of the 20th century. He was instrumental in numerous
revolutionary advances in airline history, including the development and production of the
Boeing 314 Clipper, which opened trans-Pacific airline travel, and the Boeing Stratoliner which
helped to pioneer cabin pressurisation.Juan Terry Trippe (b. 27 June 1899, d. 3 April 1981)Juan
Trippe is the most fascinating Yale gangster I ever met.’ President Roosevelt is supposed to
have said to one of Trippe’s numerous adversaries, in a moment of pique at his manoeuvring
against the President in Congress, adding that, ‘In government and in war, you have to use
scoundrels.’Roosevelt was, of course, a Harvard man, and he had taken abuse from Yale, that
citadel of isolationism which had fostered the America First movement and produced some of
his most vociferous critics, such as Republican Senator Robert A. Taft of Ohio and publisher
Henry R. Luce. After Luce’s candidate, Wendell Willkie, failed in his challenge to Roosevelt’s
bid for a third term, the founder of Time and Life proclaimed ‘the American Century’, an
imperialistic creed by which corporations like Time/ Life and Pan American Airways were to
disseminate the free-enterprise system about the globe.In her maiden speech in the House of
Representatives Clare Boothe Luce, the publisher’s wife, lashed out against an ‘open skies’
policy for the world’s airlines after the war. ‘Globaloney,’ she called it, trying to force the
Administration not to make it the cornerstone of international aviation policy. Suspicion was
rampant that Trippe had much to do with the composition of her speech.It was open versus
closed skies, freedom of the air versus the ‘sovereignty of American skies’ that Clare Luce
propounded: the debate was fundamental to the struggle to create a common law of aviation,
threatening repetition of the battle waged for hundreds of years to secure freedom of



navigation on the seas. Would nationalism restrict rights to the air lanes and access to the
airports of various countries, or would open competition be the rule of the skies?The battle
made for strange alliances and permutations of economic philosophies. New Dealers like Berle
argued for the widest distribution of commercial air rights and the least regulation of
international airlines. Those champions of free enterprise, like the Luces, who regularly
attacked Roosevelt for intervening in the economy, demanded government protection of the
airspace above the United States against the carriers of other nations. As a corollary to this,
they espoused a single American airline for foreign service, an imperial instrument of
trade.Only one airline carried the American flag abroad: Pan American Airways, the symbol of
US economic power all around the world. South American Indians who had never seen an
automobile recognized the thunderbird with the Stars and Stripes painted on its tail. Chinese
coolies on the wharves of Hong Kong waved to the silver-and-blue flying boats skimming
across the harbour.Lloyd Welch Pogue (b. 21 October 1899, d. 10 May 2003), Chairman of the
US CAB.Pan American Airways camouflaged certain preparations the Roosevelt
Administration made for war; island bases in the Pacific, airfields covertly built in South
America, an airlift of supplies to the British in North Africa. Pan American Airways transported
the President in January to Casablanca, where he and Churchill agreed to exact unconditional
surrender from the enemies. The airline carried exiled sovereigns and heads of state, military
advisers, diplomats and spymasters on their secret missions.There was talk of the government
taking over Pan American, but it flickered out. Pan American was more useful with an
ambiguous status. Not until many years after the war when official documents were
declassified and memoirs published would the nature and extent of Pan American Airways’ and
Juan Trippe’s service to the nation be revealed. Yet Adolph Berle said, ‘I do not trust Pan
American any farther than I can see it.’Secretary of the Interior Harold L Ickes maintained,
‘Trippe is an unscrupulous person who cajoles and buys his way.’ According to Ickes, the
President described Trippe to him as ‘a man of all-yielding suavity who can be depended upon
to pursue his own ruthless way.’Why were there such misgivings about so patriotic a man and
his company? Was it because of the means Trippe used to acquire the monopoly of the
nation’s overseas air routes - acting as a master politician at home and an éminence grise of
the State Department abroad - the unconfirmed foreign minister of US civil aviation? Or was it
the way he had fought to preserve the monopoly by moving heaven and earth to stamp out
competition?In one decade, Pan American Airways had connected the Americas and bridged
the oceans from the air. It had transitioned from the era of the barnstormer in leather and
goggles to that of the scientific cockpit team. It pushed aviation technology from wooden
contraptions with linen-covered wings to sleek metal machines powered by mighty
engines.Trippe was a zealot whose religious faith was commercial air routes, a visionary who
saw the future ahead of others and claimed it for Pan American Airways in perpetuity. He was
referred to by many as a robber baron and a buccaneer, albeit a gentleman of the species. His
most disturbing characteristic was his deviousness. ‘If the front door were open, he would go in
by the side window,’ said one airline executive.Everyone had stories to tell about Trippe. Lloyd
Welch Pogue (b 21 October 1899 d. May 10, 2003), an American aviation attorney and
chairman of the Civil Aeronautics Board, believed that Trippe was trying to undermine the Civil
Aeronautics Board one way or another because it was under a mandate to see that he had
competition. Pogue once dined at the F Street Club where he was seated next to General
George C. Marshall and heard Trippe’s self-serving message pouring from the lips of the Army
Chief of Staff. How had Trippe managed something like that when the War Department was fed
up with his shenanigans?
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